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1.1 lntroduction 

Heritable features evolving during evolutional time spans are of ul
timate advantage for survival and are without exception structural
ly fixed. To cope successfully with the ongoing changes of environ

mental conditions occurring during the lifespan of individuals, ad

ditional mechanisms, allowing rapid and effective adaptations that 

are not specified by genetic constraints, are required. 

Given these obvious needs for plastic adaptations, it appears 

only natural that brain plasticity of various forms corresponds to a 

general and ubiquitous feature present in all sensory and motor 
modalities. In this context, it is surprising that the notion of adult 

neuroplasticity has not established itself sooner than the late eight

ies of the last century. Before that, the neuroscience community con
ceived adult brains as being non-plastic. 

Numerous studies over the last decades have shown that per

ception, behavior and cognition are not constant, but subjected to 

manifold modifications throughout a lifespan. Major determinants 

include development and aging as weil as alterations following in

jury-related brain reorganization. Other sources modifying behav

ior originate from constraints arising under conditions of everyday

life, e.g., particularities of occupation including Iife-style and pro

longed episodes of heavy schedules of sensory Stimulation as ex

emplarily present in blind Braille readers or musicians. It should be 

emphasized that, in spite of the substantial amount of plastic ca

pacities, systems must possess a sufficient generic stability to war

raut secure processing. Conceivably, there is a trade-off between 

modifiability and stability. 

The gold standard to achieve high-level skills is to undergo 
long periods of training. For example, it takes several tens of thou

sands of hours of intense practice to develop musical skills typical

ly observed in professional musicians. Similar numbers also hold 

for other expert performances in for instance sports. The recent de

velopment of non-invasive imaging techniques has made it possible 

to analyze the impact of training and practice also in humans. These 

investigations have provided overwhelming evidence that extensive 

use and practice result in substantial changes of associated cortical 

representations thus confirming previous data from animal studies. 

As a result, a !arge community in neuroscience now deals with brain 

changes evoked by training and practice to determine properties 

and mechanisms of neuroplasticity. 
Findings from such studies imply that almost every possible ac

tion/occupation/training affects brain organization. As a conse

quence, brains must be regarded as dynamically maintained 

throughout life. In a way, this makes brains similar to muscles: much 

usage causes them to expand, while poor use makes them shrink. 

The new message is that this not only holds for the developmental 

period, or for functional changes in adults, but also for structural 

changes during adulthood. So, anything one does leaves a trace in 

the brain. T he dark side of that is that also everything one does not 

do leaves traces, which implies that the acquisition of skills and ca-

pabilities can hardly be maintained without practice. There is no 

freezing of skills, because the brain machinery underlying them will 

deteriorate if not active, which has a number of severe implications 

particularly crucial in the field of aging. 

For several years, a new and fascinating discipline has evolved, 

where neuroscientists now successfully make use of neuroplasticity 

principles to induce what can be called targeted brain plasticity. This 

is done by means of protocols that do not rely on the conventional 

modification of use, training and practice. Instead, by targeting defined 

brain areas, either through sensory stimulation, or through direct stim

ulation of the brain (by means of transcranial magnetic stimulation). 

leaming processes can be induced. \Vhile, at first glance, such ap

proaches should not work at all, there is now evidence of an almost 

amazing efficacv, including improvements of simple motor and per

ceptual tasks, but also much more cognitively demanding abilities. 

This chapter will provide a review of recent work where human 

behavior and perception has been modified through mere expo

sure, i.e .. sensory Stimulation protocols incorporating canonical 

protocols used to alter synaptic transmission and efficacy. In addi

tion, we will briefly summarize alternative attempts based on sen
sory Stimulation with the goal to improve human functions. 

1.2 Electric cochlear Stimulation 

Cochlear prostheses have been used for many years to restore sound 

perception in patients with profound sensarineural deafness. By elec

trically stimulating acoustic nerve fibers, the centtal auditory system 

can be systematically activated to maintain the capacity for hearing. 

A first account of this approach can be traced back nearly half a cen
tury. \Vhen utilizing the critical period for speech acquisition, clini

cal data suggest that children implanted hefore 2 ye:Hs of age have 

an excellent chance of acquiring speech understanding. Electrical 

implant Stimulation does not rely on a perfect imitation of normal 

patterns of peripheral neural activity, but on a re-leaming of input 

patterns arising from an artificial sensory input via electrical Stimu

lation. In this sense, the ability for gaining/re-gaining speech un

derstanding mediated by cochlear stimulation is accomplished by new 

strategies of cortical processing that serve higher processing stages 

to interpret new patterns arriving from the periphery. These strate

gies are thought to emerge from plastic capacities in response to the 

constraints imposed by the properties of the new input statistics that 

in turn result from the stimulation strategy employed. 

1.3 Vagal nerve Stimulation 

Anima! studies have shown that a pairing of sensory stimuli with 

electrical stimulation of the cholinergic nucleus basalis generates 

Iong-lasting changes in the cortical organization [1]. However, as this 

[1] Kilgard MP, Merzenich MM. "Cortical map reorganization enabled 
by nucleus basalis activity" Science 1998;279:1714-1718. 
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form of intervention is highly invasive, it is not practical for clinical 
use. As vagal nerve Stimulation triggers the release of neuromodu
lators known to promote plastic changes, it is a less invasive method 
for generaring targeted neural plasticity by pairing vagus nerve stim
ulation with sensory inputs. Thereby, the efficacy of vagal nerve 
stimulation in enhancing plasticity seems to lie in the synergistic ac
tion of multiple neuromodulators acting in the cerebral cortex and 
other brain regions. In fact, it was recently demonstrated that in an 
animal model of tinnitus, where the auditory cortex was degraded 
by repeated exposure to intense noise, a repeated pairing of tones 
with brief pulses of vagus nerve Stimulation completely eliminated 
the physiological and behavioral correlates of tinnitus in noise-ex
posed rats. This suggests that the approach might have potential clin
ical values [2]. 

1.4 Virtual reality and augmented reality devices 

Virtual reality applications offer new opportunities to study not on
ly brain activation under unusual stimulation conditions, but also 
for an enhancement of sensorimotor and cognitive functions in hu
mans. Mobility impairment is a frequently encountered phenome
non often observed during aging or in association with neurologi
cal diseases such as Parkinson's disease (PD) or multiple sclerosis 
(MS). Alternative to conventional rehabilitation by physiotherapy or 
medication, new attempts using closed-loop visual and auditory 
feedback provided through augmented reality or virtual reality de
vices have been shown to provide promising routes in the treat
ment of gait disorders [3]. 

Subjects have to wear a set of devices consisting of a small meas
urement-computation unit attached to the patient's clothing, a head
mounted microdisplay, and earphones. The measurement-computa
tion unit is composed of a multiaxial accelerometer, a compass, and 
a microcontroller. The apparatus, operaring in an adaptive closed-loop 
mode, displays a life-size virtual checkerboard-tiled floor superim
posed on the real world by see-through glasses. The closed-loop or 
feedback concept implies that the speed of the cues is not extemal
ly set but is an outcome of the walking speed of the user. The visual 
effect is the same as that created when walking over earth-stationary 
cues such as a real tiled floor. Similarly, the rhythm of the auditory 
cue is determined by the rhythm of the steps, not vice versa. 

The next stage involves the user regulating thc gait pattern to cre
ate a constant optical flow and a rhythmic auditory cue. The virtual, 

[2] Engineer ND, Riley JR, Seale JD, Vrana WA, Shetake JA, Sudanagunta 

SP, Borland MS, Kilgard MP. "Reversing pathological neural activity using 

targeted plasticity" Nature 2011;470(7332):101-104. 
[3] Espay AJ, Bararn Y, Dwivedi AK, Shukla R, Gartner M, Gaines L, Duker 
AP, Revilla FJ. "At-horne training with closed-loop augmented-reality cueing de
vice for improving gait in patients with Parkinson disease" J Rehabil. Res. Dev. 
2010;47(6):573-581. 

augmented floor responds dynamically to the participant's own mo
tion and "moves" toward him at the speed set by the user as meas
ured by the accelerometer. The tiled floor acts as a moving visual dis
play whose speed is generated in a natural feedback fashion by its own 
motion. The grid allows the user to step on the tiles with long strides 
as they walk, though they do not become enlarged or modified based 
on previous step lengths. A steady gait synchronizes the patient's 
own steps with the virtual tiles and the auditory cues, thus "reward
ing" the user for making the cffort. Additional auditory feedback from 
the patient's own steps is provided through earphones. The audito
ry feedback is continuous so long as patients are walking steadily, pro
ducing a rhythm they hear based on their gait pattern. 

This system has been successfu!ly tested in PD and MS pa
tients as weil as in elderly individuals characterized by severe gate
related gait impairn1ents. Generally, most albeit not all users demon
strated improvements in walking velocity and stride length, which 
were maintained after device removal [3]. Nevertheless, more stud
ies are needed to understand the factors contributing to the overall 
compliance of the system. Independent of this, the use of closed-loop 
sensory feedback appears to be a new and effective intervention to 
improve gait and mobility without relying on medication. 

1.5 Rationales for learning through mere exposure 

Persistent changes of synaptic transmission constitute the founda
tions of plasticity and learning. We have therefore developed learn
ing protocols that employ passive stimulation protocols as a meas
ure to induce plastic processes in human subjects. The basic idea is 
to utilizc the broad knowlcdge wc now have regarding brain plas
ticity to design specific stimulation protocols through which it be
comes feasible to purposefully change brain organization and thus 
perception and behavior. The term "passive" is meant to indicate 
that a subject is exposed to repetitive sensory Stimulation without 
actively paying attention. 

For example, we introduced a so-called "co-activation" stimula
tion protocol that within hours to minutes induced learning process
es in the brain in parallel to a behavioral improvement [4--5]. Co-acti
vation closely follows tlle idea of Hebbian learning: synchronaus neu
ral activity, which is regarded instrumental for driving plastic changes, 
is generated by the simultaneaus tactile "co-stimulation". More recent

ly, we developed alternative protocols focusing on frequency rather 
than spatial cooperative processes by using high-frequency [6] or 

[4] Pieger B, et al. "Functional imaging of perceptual learning in human pri

mary and secondary somatosensory cortex" Neuron 2003;40:643-653. 
[5] Dinse HR, et al. "Pharmacological modulation of perceptual leaming and 

associated cortical reorganization" Science 2003b;301:91-94. 
[6] Ragert P, et al. "Differential effects in human tactile discrimination 

behavior evoked by tactile high- and low-frequency stimulation" BMC Neuro

science 2008;9:9. 
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Figure 1.1 
Schematic illustration of the 

assumed chain of changes 

evoked by repetitive Stimulation. 

We suggest a cascade 

of functional alterations within 

the sensory system being 

targeted, here representative 

for the somatosensory system 

leading to the induction of plastic 

processes which in turn result 

in behavioral/perceptual changes. 

(1) Somatosensory cortex (SI), 

(2) finger representation in SI, 

(3) thalamus, (4) brain stem, 

(5) spinal cord, (6) 

mechanoreceptors in the fingers. 

repetitive activation 

LTP-Iike processes 

modification of 

synaptic efficacy 

cortical reorganization 

remodeling of tactile and 

sensorimotor processing 

recruitment of cortical 

processing resources 

repetitive Stimulation 

lmprovement of 

tactile/haptic perception and 

sensorimotor performance 

paired-interval stimulation (Sect. 1.8). In all cases, after passive stim
ulation for only brief episodes, the perceptual and sensorimotor 
performance was improved by manipulating the statistics of the in
put, which presumably induced long-term potentiation, i.e., "LTP
like'", and long-term depression, i.e., "LTD-like", processes in the 
brain (Fig. 1.1). 

The last few years, sensory stimulation protocols have gained 
substantial interest, and are currently investigated as a means of 
driving learning and plasticity processes. For this reason, several 
laboratories use a !arge range of terms such as "peripheral nerve 
stimulation" [7], "somatosensory Stimulation" [8], or "exposure
based learning" [9]. 

[7] Hummel FC, Cohen LG. "Non-invasive brain Stimulation: a new strategy 

to improve neurorehabilitation after stroke'?" The Lancet Neurology 

2006;5:708-712. 

[8] Wu CW, et al. "Influence of electric somatosensory Stimulation on 

paretic-hand function in chronic stroke" Archives of Physical Medicine and 

Rehabilitation 2006;87 :351-357. 

[9] Beste C, et al. "Irnprovement and impairment of visually-guided behavior 

through passive LTP- and LTD-like visual stimulation" Current Biology 2011, 

DOI 10.1016/j.cub.2011.03.065. 

Figure 1.2 
(A) Application of coactivation: 

(top) A small mechanical 

actuator with a diameter 

of 8 mm was mounted on the 

tip of the right index finger to 

coactivate the receptive fields 

representing the skin portion 

under the solenoid (50 mm2). 

(bottom) Control protocol. 

Application of a so called 

single·site stimulation: A small 

device consisting of only one tiny 

actuator (tip diameter 0.5 mm) 

was mounted on the tip of the 

right IF to stimulate a single 

"point" (0.8 mm2) Reprinted 

with permission from: Dinse HR, 

et al., Transactions an Applied 
Perception 2005;2:71-88. 
(B) Electrical repetitive 

Stimulation of a single finger. 

Adhesive surtace electrodes fixed 

to the first and third finger· 

segment transmit electrical 

pulses (cathode proximal). 

coactivation 

single-site Stimulation 

'vVe here provide a summary of our studies aimed at improv
ing human tactile perception and sensorimotor behavior through 
pure exposure to patterned sensory Stimulation. As we recently suc
ceeded in demonstrating also a dramatic effectiveness of repetitive 
Stimulation to alter visual guided behavior, we include a brief de
scription of visual repetitive Stimulation leading to a sustained im
provement of visual perception and behavior. 

As a rule, we employ the term "co-activation" for experiments 
using the initial Hebbian stimulation approach, but the term 
"repetitive sensory Stimulation" for protocols independent of spa
tial cooperativity that rather utilize frequency and temporal pat
terning of Stimulation. The term "passive Stimulation" is used as a 
more generat term and covers approaches similar to "exposure
based learning". 

1.6 How it is done - tactile domain: cutaneous 

and electrical stimulation 

Depending on the protocol used, it is possible to stimulate a single 
finger, or all fingers of a band. For application of tactile co-activa
tion or tactile repetitive Stimulation, a small mechanical actuator is 
taped to the tip of a finger. The device allows a cutaneous Stimula
tion of the skin portians underneath, thereby co-activating the re
ceptive fields within an area of approximately 1 cm2 (Fig. 1.2). In 
its initial version [4,5], co-activation was applied for 3 hours using 
stimuli drawn from a Poisson process at interstimulus intervals be
tween 100 to 3000 ms with an average stimulation frequency of 1 
Hz. The pulse duration was 10 ms. Pulse trains required to drive the 
actuator were stored on MP3, permitting an unrestrained mobility 
of the subjects during co-activation. Laser vibrometer measurements 
revealed that the amplitude of the actuator in these experiments 
was 10 to 20 microns [10], but 100 microns in others [6]. 

8mm 

• 

i 

(C) 

coactivated area 
50 mm2 

RF outlines 
on tip of finger \ 

O.S mm stimulated area 
0.8 mm2 

RF outlines 
on tip of finger 
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To demonstrate the specific, Hebbian nature of the co
activation protocol, i.e., the requirement for temporally synchro
naus stimulation, we compared the effects of co-activation with a 
so-called single-site stimulation, where only a small "point-like" skin 
area was stimulated (Fig. 1.2). Otherwise, the Stimulation frequen
cy and duration of Stimulation period were the same [4]. To apply 
an electrical repetitive stimulation, the pulse sequence is fed into a 
standard TENS device, and the electrical pulses are transmitred by 
adhesive surface electrodes fixed to the first and third finger
segment (cathode proximal). Depending on the protocol, the Stim
ulation intensity was adjusted to 1.5 to 3 times the sensory thresh
old. 

1. 6.1 Assessment of tactile and sensorimotor pe1j01·mance 

The sense of touch comprises quite diverse features. From an op
erational point of view with regard to an investigation of the sense 
of touch, one needs to break down the performance and functions 
related to touch into measurable variables. In our studies, we have 
referred to the idea of a hierarchy of tasks and task complexities, 
which differ in the involvement of proprioception and motor func
tions, and in the amount of cognitive demand. 

In most studies we have used tactile acuity as a parameter de
scribing the quality of tactile perception. There are many ways to 
measure and quantify fine spatial discrimination such as Ietter 
recognition, gap detection or 2-point discrimination. While in the 
past we have routinely used a modified 2-point discrimination test 
[4-6,11], we in some cases also applied the so-called grating-orien
tation task (GOT). 

Guiding arguments for selecting 2-point discrimination as a 
simple and basic measure of tactile perception included a test that 
was easy to implement and simple to use. In addition, as we were 
interested in somatosensory cortical reorganization, the test should 
address properties of tactile information processing with little con
found from cognitive contributions such as imagery, mental rotation, 
or cross-modal resources. Furthermore, the underlying mechanism 
should be interpretable in terms of cortical processing to allow com
putational modeling. 

To obtain information of possible changes of tactile percep
tion beyond acuity, we also applied other tests. The measurement 
of fine-touch sensitivity with von Frey filaments (Semmes-Wein
stein), for instance, measured the touch threshold. In another ap
proach, so-called mislocalization test fingers of the band are stim-

[10] Dinse HR, et al. "Tactile coactivation resets age-related decline 

of human tactile discrimination" Annals of Neurology 2006;60:88-94. 

[11] Dinse HR, et al. "Improving human haptic performance in normal 

and impaired human populations through unattended activation-based 

learning" Transactions on Applied Perception 2005;2:71-88. 

ulated near the threshold, thus evoking localization errors, i.e., a 
neighboring finger other than the stimulated one is incorrectly per
ceived as being stimulated. 

A cognitively more demanding task is the ability to recognize 
objects by their haptic impression. We used groups of unfamiliar cu
bic objects made from common LEGQTM bricks, which had to be 
explored by haptic perception only thus providing information 
about haptic object recognition abilities [11,12]. To assess the dex
terity and fine-motor performance of the band and finger, a peg
board test was employed [12]. Moreover, we performed multiple
choice reaction time measurements in a finger selection visuo-tac
tile task to evaluate tactile reaction times. 

1. 6.2 Evaluation of cortical changes 

To measure cortical effccts of passive stimulation, several approach
es were put forward. First, multi-site EEG recordings, so-called map
pings of somatosensory evoked potentials (SSEP), were utilized [5]. 
Subsequently, the source of cortical activity following sensory stimu
lation was reconstructed by modeling it as a single current dipole. Elec
tric source reconstruction was performed for the so-called N20-com
ponent (negativity at 20 ms over prima!)' somatosensory cortex) of 
the evoked potentials recorded after electrical stimulation of the in
dex fing er. Another technique involved functional magnetic resonance 
imaging (fMRI) [4]. When performing fMRI, the BOLD (blood
oxygen-level-dependent) signal is measured, which utilizes the close 
relation between energy metabolism and neural activation. In both 
cases, we were interested in mapping out the location and extent of 
the finger representation before and after passive Stimulation. 

More recently, facilitatory and inhibitory effects on cortical ex
citability have been investigated by recording evoked potentials fol
lowing paired-pulse Stimulation techniques [13]. T he paired-pulse 
behavior is characterized by the fact that the second response is sig
nificantly suppressed at short interstimulus intervals (ISis), but ap
proaches the first response more and more with increasing ISis. To 
assess the excitability changes. we applied a paired-pulse protocol 
consisting of paired electrical Stimulation of the median nerve with 
an interstimulus interval (ISI) of 30 ms in combination with record
ings of the somatosensOI)' evoked potentials. Peak-to-peak amplitudes 
of the N20/P25 response component generated in S1 were meas
ured and compared before and after repetitive Stimulation. T he 
paired pulse behavior was expressed as a ratio (A2/ A 1) of the sec
ond (A2) to the first response (Al). 

[12] Kalisch T, et al. "Repetitive electric stimulation for several weeks elicits 

enduring improvement of sensorimotor performance in seniors" Neural Plas
ticity 2010;69053. 

[13] Hoeffken 0, et al. "Sustained increase of somatosensory cortex ex

citability by tactile coactivation studied by paired median nerve stimulation in 

humans correlates with perceptual gain" The Journal 
of Physiology 2007;584:463-471. 
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1. 6. 3 Experimenta I set-up 

A tvpical experiment consists of several components. First. a base

lin� assessment of perceptual and/or sensorimotor performance is 

carried out. Second. the repetitive Stimulation protocol is applied 

to a single finger or all fingers. and in the case of evaluating corti

cal changes. SEP or BOLD recordings are performed. Subsequent

ly, a second assessment serves to quantify the efficacy of the stimu

lation-induced learning processes. and additional follow-up tests 

are required to gain information about stability and duration of 

stimulation-induced alterations. 

1.7 Main effects of tactile and electrical coactivation in healthy 

young subjects 

1. 7.1 Stimulation-induced alterations of perception 

and somatosensory cortica/ organization 
TI1e basic effects of coactivation on tactile acuity are illustrated in 
Figure 3. We can see 2-point discrimination thresholds for 35 sub
jects plotted versus successive sessions [14]. Except for the first ses
sion, all subjects showed a remarkablv stable and reliable baseline 
of performance with little scatter. After coactivation, all subjects 
without exception improved their acuity as indicated by a lowering 
of thresholds by approximately 15 %. Retesting after 24 hours re

vealed a restoration of the initial baseline performance. These results 
were the first demonstrating that it is possible to evoke an im
provement of the sense of tauch in human subjects after solely a few 
hours of passive. albeit temporally patterned. Stimulation. 

Ta study the relation between learning-induced changes in be
havior and individual changes in brain organization, we assessed 
perceptual performance and cortical reorganization in the same sub
ject through a combination of psychophysical tests and non-inva
sive imaging. Using neuroimaging and electric source localization 
we demonstrated that coactivation led to an increase in the size of 
the cortical representation specific to the co-activated finger. The 
observed expansion of the cortical maps can be regarded as a re
cruitment of processing resources. Under the assumption that 
changes of cortical maps representing the co-activated index finger 
reflect changes in cortical processing causally rclated to the pro
cessing of tactile information, we hypothesized that cortical alter
ations should correlate with the changes in individual performance. 
Linear correlation analvsis revealed significant relations between 

the coactivation-induced cortical map changes and the parallel im
provement in two-point discrimination ability (Fig. 1.3). Accord
ingly, a small gain in spatial discrimination abilities was associated 
with small changes in cortical maps. On the other hand. the sub-

[14] Godde B, et al. "Associative pairing of tactile stimulation induces so

matosensory cortical reorganization in rats and humans" Neurareport 

1996;8:281-285. 

jects demonstrating a !arge cortical reorganization also had the low
est threshold [4,5]. A similar result was obtained for changes of cor
tical excitability. Following coactivation. paired-pulse suppression 
was reduced, and the amount of suppression was positively corre
lated with the individual gain in performance [13]. 

Combined, these data revealed that coactivation results in a se
lective reorganization in primary somatosensorv cortical areas. Fur
thermore. they showed that poor learners, i.e., individuals having 
gained little bv passive Stimulation. were characterized by small 
changes in cortical processing. These observations were taken as an 
argument that differences in size effect typically observed across in
dividuals may reflect true dissimilarities in individual brain reor
ganization. 

Ta demonstrate the Hebbian nature of the co-activation pro
tocol. we compared the effects of co-activation with a so-called sin
gle-site stimulation, where only a small "point-like·· skin area was stim
ulated. Stimulating the finger with only a single site did not give rise 
to any changes in acuity thresholds. In addition, the comparison of 
pre and post single-site Stimulation fMRI sessions revealed no sig
nificant alterations in BOLD signals. thus confirming that single-site 
Stimulation had no effect, whether psychophysically or cortically 
[4]. These results imply that a Hebbian "co''-activation is crucial for 
the induction of the effects, and point to the requirement of spatial 
co-operative processes. 

1. 7.2 Pharmacologica/ basis of coactivation 

Cellular studies suggest that there might be only a few basic mecha
nisms controlling synaptic transmission; in particular, the N-methyl
D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor has been implicated in synaptic plas
ticity. In order to demonstrate that coactivation is mediated by estab
lished plasticity mechanisms we tested its dependency on NMDA re
ceptor activation. To scrutinize the apparently ubiquitous role of NM

DA receptors for passive Stimulation processes we used memantine, a 
substance known to selectively block MDA receptors [5]. A single dose 
of memantine was found to eliminate coactivation-induced leaming, 
both psychophysically and cortically (Fig. 1.4) providing strong evi
dence for the NMDA-R dependence of coactivation-induced leaming. 

W hile there are many approaches to block plastic processes 
pharmacologically, less is known about drugs capable of enhancing 
cortical plasticity. According to in-vitro experiments. alterations of 

thc synaptic cfficacy can be modulated by adrenergic agents, there
by gating synaptic plasticity. Also, adrenergic substances such as 
amphetamine have been shown to aid the recovery from strake and 
aphasia. Vve therefore used single doses of amphetamine [5] to test 
its modulatory role in learning processes evoked by the coactivation 
protocol. The application of a single dose of amphetamine result
ed in practically a doubling of both the normally observed im
provement of tactile acuity and of cortical reorganization [5]. These 
findings indicate that the processes underlying coactivation are fur
ther controlled through neuromodulatory systems. 
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Figure 1.3 days. ln all subjects, thresholds 

Effects of repetitive sensory were reduced immediately alter 

stimulation on tactile acuity coactivation but returned 

and cortical reorganization. to control values one day alter 

(A) Tactile two-point termination of the Stimulation. 

discrimination thresholds of the Reprinted with permission from: 

index finger of the right hand Godde B, et al., Neurareport 
in 35 subjects. Thresholds were 1996;8 281-285. 
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Combined, our data show that coactivation-induced percep

tual learning and associated cortical changes are regulated by ba

sie mechanisms known to mediate and modulate synaptic plastici
ty. Moreover. our data demoostrate that the use of specific drugs Ieads 

to coactivation that can be further amp!ified, thus opening the pos

sibility for a systematic investigation of "neuroenhancement" of 
learning processes in human individuals. 

1. 7. 3 Musicians 
The potential of repetitive stimulation is not limited to young adult 
subjects, but has been applied in musicians whose tactile perform

ance is already enhanced. Therefore. the question was whether there 

was room for further improvement. Despite the superior baseline 
performance, coactivation resulted in an even higher gain of tactile 

acuity. While the baseline performance correlated well with the du
ration of daily piano practicing, the coactivation-induced improve
ment was related to the number of years of extensive piano play

ing. These findings imply stronger capacities for plastic reorgani

zation in pianists, and point to enhanced learning abilities, which 
have been discussed in respect to meta-plasticity [15]. 

1.8 Protocols utilizing temporal pattern of Stimulation 

According to cellular studies. long-term potentiation (LTP) and long

term depression (LTD) of synaptic transmission are the leading can

didates for activity-dependent changes in the strength of synaptic con

nections. Typically, to induce LTP in brain s!ices, high-frequency 

stimulation (HFS, 1 0Hz and higher) is utilized, while LT D can be 

reliably evoked by low-frequency Stimulation (LFS) around 1 Hz. 
Passive stimulation has a unique property of offering a com

plete control of its timing and spatio-temporal spacing. Thus, pas

sive Stimulation is an ideal tool for systematically exploring the re

quirements for the induction of perceptual and cortical changes 

through synaptic plasticity protocols. For this reason. we translat

ed Stimulation protocols that are used in brain slices into tactile 
high or low frequency stimulation (tHFS and tLFS) to drive per

ceptual changes. tHFS consisted of pulse trains that were applied 
to the tip of the right index-finger with a stimulation frequency of 

20Hz using a small actuator with a diameter of 8 mm. Each train 

consisted of 20 single pulses of 20 Hz Iasting 1s with an inter-train 

interval of 5s. tLFS vvas applied at 1 Hz with stimulus trains con

sisting of 1200 pulses (Fig. 1.5). The duration of tHFS and tLFS was 

20 min each. It was found that 20 min of tHFS induced a lowering 

of tactile discrimination thresholds, indicating an improved tactile 

acuity, whereas LFS resulted in an impaired performance on the 

right, stimulated finger. Most interestingly. 24 hrs after tHFS, the 

[15] Ragert P, et al. "Superior tactile performance and Jeaming in professional 

pianists: Evidence for meta-plasticity in musicians" European Journal of Neu
roscience 2004b;19:473-478. 
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spatial 2-point discrimination thresholds were still lowered in com
parison to the baseline (Fig. 1.5). In contrast, 24 hrs after tL FS, the 
discrimination thresholds had recovered to baseline conditions [6]. 
These results indicate that brief stimulation protocols resembling 
those used in cellular LTP and LTD studies for only 20 min can in
duce meaningful and persistent frequency-dependent bidirectional 
alterations of tactile human discrimination behaviors and of the 
cortical excitability. 

1.9 Wide range of effects of passive Stimulation on tactile perception 

and sensorimotor performance 

A central aspect of passive Stimulation is that sensorimotor im
provement is not induced through training of a particular task, but 
through modification of synaptic efficacy in neural networks. There
fore, we hypothesized that passive stimulation remodels the entire 
way of neural processing related to tactile, haptic and sensorimo
tor information processing. Such a hypothesis predicts that passive 
Stimulation not only affects acuity thresholds but also that passive 
Stimulation influences almost all tasks involving tactile, haptic and 
sensorimotor processing. We found an improved performance for 
tactile acuity (as measured by 2-point or grating discrimination), 
frequency discrimination, dot-pattern discrimination, haptic object 
recognition, reaction times and decision-making, as weil as senso
rimotor performance such as peg-board performance. Interesting
ly, localization tasks became impaired (cf. next section), and a pa
rameter typically not affected by repetitive stimulation was the touch 
threshold. We therefore argued that touch thresholds predominantly 
reflect peripheral factors such as mechanoreceptor density and 
mechanoreceptor composition, which remain unaffected by cortical 
plasticity processes. 

Task interdependencies 

Does the enhancement of a particular ability occur at the cost of 
others'? In other words, is there a simultaneous trade-off between abil
ities gained and those lost'? As described above, when subjects im
prove their tactile discrimination abilities (i.e., perceive two closely 
spaced stimuli as separate), this develops at the cost of localization 
performance (i.e., accurately telling the position of a stimulus on the 
skin). A similar observation has been made in blind Braille readers, 
who improve acuity at the cost of localization [16]. Interestingly, 
both the improvement of discrimination and the impairment of lo
calization evolve without altering touch thresholds, which implies a 
trade-off between localization and discrimination on the one hand, 
but the independence of both parameters from the touch threshold 
on the other hand (see also section 1.14.1). Another example involves 
haptic exploration, where haptic recognition is poorly associated 

[16] Sterr A, et al. "Changed perceptions in Braille readers" Nature 
1998;391:134-135. 

with tactile acuity. These findings demonstrate that there exist pro
cessing modes that are independent from each other, implying that 
cortical processing is highly modular and task-specific. 

1.10 Effects of repetitive stimulation protocols in the visual domain: 

lmproving visual-guided behavior 

So far, we have demonstrated a substantial enhancement of per
ception and behavior through passive stimulation for the tactile do
main. On the other hand, massive and enduring plastic changes 
have been described for all modalities, confirming the contempo
rary view that all cortical areas are modifiable beyond the critical 
sensitive periods. Nevertheless, the somatosensory cortex appears 
to differ from its visual counterpart in the readiness of inducibility, 
and in the magnitude, stability, and time course of changes. 

We therefore adopted protocols consisting of intermittent high
frequency (LTP-like) or low-frequency (LTD-like) Stimulation to the 
visual domain to explore the properties of modifiability of a visual 
guided behavior in human individuals. As a marker for induced al
terations of visual perception and behavior we used a change de
tection task, in which two features, i.e., orientation and luminance, 
competed [9]. In all cases, the subjects had to report luminance 
changes. Under these conditions, luminance became the relevant (tar
get) feature, with orientation being the irrelevant feature. This de
sign allowed a specific interference since either the relevant or the 
irrelevant features could be used for enhancement or suppression 
through the passive stimulation protocols. 

In order to apply LTP-W<e and LTD-like Stimulation, participants 
were exposed to visual high-frequency (intermittent 20 Hz for 5 

sec, interhurst interval 5 sec) or low frequency (1 Hz) Stimulation 
for 40 minutes. The LTP-like protocol using luminance (relevant 
feature) improved the subjects' ability to detect luminance changes, 
whereas LTD-like stimulation impaired their performance. On the 
other hand, the LTP-like exposure of the irrelevant orientation re
duced the capabilities for luminance detection, while LTD-like ori
entation Stimulation resulted in an improvement. Most notably, 
LTP-like effects were present for at least 10 days, while LTD-like ef
fects were shorter-lasting [9]. 

Our data demonstrate that a pure exposure to protocols, which 
are known to modify synaptic efficacy and effectively induce bidi
rectional changes in human tactile perception, also efficiently al

tered the visual guided behavior in humans in a long-lasting man
ner. More importantly, the impact on the behavior depended not on
ly on the Stimulation frequency, but similarly on whether the rele
vant or irrelevant features were employed for the stimulation.Tims, 
depending on task constraints, complementary learning mecha
nisms induced equivalent net effects on a behavioral level, which ex
pands the potential of fundamental learning processes in the con
trol of human behavior. These studies confirm the universal ap
proach of passive stimulation as a means to augment cognition and 
behavior independent of sensory modalities, however, more 
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studies are rcquired to unravcl similaritics and differenccs between 
effects obscrved in the tactile and visual domain. 

1.11 Role of attention and conscious awareness 

Our experimcnts demonstrated that an improvement in tactile per
ception occurred even when subjects performed their daily routines 
during passive Stimulation. We therefore proposed that passive Stim
ulation operates without thc involvement of attention or rcinforce
ment [4,5]. The term '·unattended activation-based lcarning'' was 
coined to characterize thc independence of passive lcarning from at
tentional processes [11]. However, the possibility remained that fo
cused attention might have an influencc by further cnhancing 
changes in tactile performancc and cortical plasticity. We therefore 
took advantage of the short duration required to drive significant 
changes through passive Stimulation in order to systematically eval
uate thc impact of attention and conscious awareness on improve
ments in tactile performance induced by passive Stimulation. 

In order to drive perceptual improvements, we applicd the tac
tile high-frequency stimulation (tHFS) protocol described above [6] 
for 30 min to the right index fing er. Thrcc groups were formed. dif
fering with respect to the attentional Ioad and attentional focus. 
The subjects of group 1 were asked to focus their attention on the 
stimuli of the tHFS protocol. They were furthermore requcsted to 
note when the regular sequence of trains was interrupted by a miss
ing train, which happened only a few times, and had no effect on 
the outcome of the stimulation procedure itself. Thc subjects of 
group 2 had to perform an auditory oddball paradigm, thereby 
pulling attention away from the stimulated finger, and directing it 
towards a different sensory modality. The subjects of group 3 werc 
asked to carry out a mental calculation task, constituted of consec
utively subtracting a 4 digit number by 7. This was done to impose 
a severe attcntional Ioad on the subjects with the goal to cxhaust 
attentional resources. After tHFS, irrespectivc of the experimental con
dition, the tactile acuity of all three groups was improvcd by ap
proximately the same magnitude. 

Furthermore, we measured thc paired pulse suppression ac
cording to thc description above. Similarly, we found comparable 
degrees of enhanced cortical excitability in all three groups. These 
findings indicate that neither the amount of attention paid to the 
tactile stimuli nor the degrce of distraction influenced the outcome 
of repetitive stimulation, thus suggesting that selective attention is 
not essential and/or beneficial for the efficacy of tHFS. 

Ea1'lier evidence against passive learning 

Researchcrs agree that attention plays an essential roJe in percep
tual learning and experience-related plasticity. Following this view. 
numerous studies have shown that learning appears to depend on 
whether subjects focus their attention to specific features. Research 
of this type has been taken as support for the hypothesis that sub
jects need to be aware of and focus their attention on a stimulus fea-

ture for that feature to be learned. In fact, a close inspection of the 
Iiterature reveals that much of the apparent evidence pointing at 
the roJe of attention in pcrceptual learning has been presented as 
evidencc against passive learning [17]. Of particular interest were 
experiments providing evidence that perceptual learning does not 
necessarily dcpend on selective attention. Subjects were repeatedly 
presented with a background motion signal so weak that its direc
tion was invisible, thus rendering it irrelevant to the ccntral task. 
However, the repetitive exposure improved the performance, spccif
ically for the direction of the exposed motion when tested in a sub
sequent suprathreshold test [18]. 

On thc other hand, thcre exist reports according to which a pro
longed "passive" stimulation was insufficient for driving plastic 
changes. In studies of auditory learning. the pairing of sensory stim
ulation with its electrical counterpart of the Nucleus basalis has 
been shown to result in rapid and selective reorganization of corti
cal maps [1]. However, control experiments have revealcd that sen
sory stimulation alone, without NB. was ineffectivc. Similarly, pas
sive exposure to tactile stimulation in monkeys made to perform an 
auditory discrimination task had no effect on their tactile discrimi
nation abilities [19]. These apparent discrepancies with our data 
from passive Stimulation can be settled in the light of the experiments 
using single site stimulation only [4,6]. Under such conditions (i.e., 
a small field or single site stimulation). no effects were observed, nei
ther with regard to discrimination abilities nor cortical processing. 
Accordingly, in order to be effective, sensory stimulation must in
corporate principles such as spatial (coactivation) and/or temporal 
(high-frequency) summation (cf. Sect. 1.14). 

1.12 Passive Stimulation as an intervention to augment perception 

and sensorimotor behavior 

1.12 .1 H ealthy elderl y individuals 

Aging exerts a major reorganization and remodeling at all levels of 
brain structure and function, which is paralleled by a progressive 
decline of mental and physical abilities. On the other hand, it is 
now well-documented that age-related changes are not a simple re
f!ection of degenerative processes, but rather a complcx mix of plas
tic, adaptive. and compensatory mechanisms, suggesting that brain 

plasticity is operational into old age. Considering the current 

demographic changes in many civilizations, there is an urgent 
need for measures permitring an independent Iifestyle into old age. 

[17] Seitz A, Dinse HR. "A common framework for perceptual Iearning" Cur
rent Opinion in NeuTOb-iology 2007;17:14-8-153. 
[18] Watanabe T, et al. "Perceptual Iearning without perception" Nature 
2001;4-13:84-4--84-8. 
[19] Recanzone GH, et al. "Topographie reorganization of the hand repre

sentation in cortical area 3b of owl monkeys trained in a frequency discrimi

nation task" Journal of Neurophysiology 1992;67:1031-1056. 
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Consequently, strategies such as training, exercising, practicing, and Figure 1.6 
stimulation making use of neuroplasticity principles are essential to (A) Tactile two-point 

maintain health and functional independence throughout the lifespan. discrimination thresholds of the 

Sensory processes gradually lose efficiency in old age. Glasses tip of the right index fing er as a 

function of age (a total of 120 
and hearing aids are standard devices for elderly people. Yet, in con-

subjects). After coactivation 5 
trast to vision and hearing, the dramatic age-related deterioration (violet symbols), thresholds of (A) 

.. • of the sense of tauch goes mostly unnoticed as there are no condi- the coactivated subjects (young 4 
•• • 

tions, such as reading newspapers or obtaining a driver's license, control group and elderly group) E 
#. 
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.
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which might reveal this impairment. As a result, the sense of tauch were significantly reduced. The _s · �·-
3 � . -

coactivation-i nduced 1J t• * 
and its vital roJe for coping with activities of daily living is widely 0 ·�· • 

. . . ·� improvement in the group aged .r: •• 
underestimated. Elderly individuals progressively adapt to the lass (/) 

from 66 to 86 was several times [l! • 
of high-level tactile performance and learn to compensate by de- :S 2 � 

stronger in magnitude compared c veloping behavioral strategies, such as relying more on visual con- with the younger subjects. ·a 
trol to overcome the decrement in the sense of tauch. As a result, after coactivation, 

o_ 
cZJ 

At a perceptual Ievel, regardless of the technique used, re- the thresholds of the elderly 

searchers agree that tactile acuity is significantly reduced during ag- resembled those found in the 0 
subjects aged from 47 to 55. 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 ing. lnterestingly, tactile acuity declines much more vigorously in cer-
(8) Comparison of the extent age [years] 

tain areas of the body than in others. According to one study [20], of coactivation induced lowering 

the deterioration of acuity in the big toe averaged about 400 % be- of discrimination thresholds 

tween young and elderly subjects (aged 65 to 87 years) as com- between young and elderly 0.0 

pared to an average decline of 130% observed in the fingertip. subjects. The figure shows 
E 

We have therefore used tactile coactivation as an alternative in- average precoactivation -
_s -0.1 

tervention to interfere with the age-related impairment of tactile per-
postactivation differences [l! 
in threshold and standard error. '?-

ception and asked whether passive Stimulation is similarly affective (C) Linear correlation analysis Ul -0.2 
30 in elderly individuals [10]. When the same coactivation protocol 

0 young 31 (Pearson's) between thresholds o_ ----
used in previous studies with young individuals was applied to aged on the right index finger under CD -0.3 z Ol 0 
participants, we found that they responded differently. Prior to coac- pre-conditions and the magnitude c 
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precoactivation). We found a 
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Our findings demonstrate that despite the accumulation of de
generative processes during aging, the typical decline in tactile per
formance is not inevitable; rather, it is preventable and subject to 
restoration by adequate stimulation protocols. Preserving a suffi
cient tactile acuity in old age is an important prerequisite for the 
maintenance of independent living. Consequently, these approach
es may be beneficial in maintaining everyday sensorimotor com
petence in the elderly. 

1.12. 2 StTOke patients 

Sensarimotor impairment resulting from strake can have extensive 
physical, psychological, financial and social implications despite 
available neurorehabilitative treatments. Intact somatosensory input 
is not only crucial for tactile perception but also for sensorimotor 
performance. The loss of sensory abilities of the more involved up
per extremity, particularly the hands, further complicates the indi
vidual's ability to use their hands for functional tasks, and this in 
spite of a possible recovery of motor functions. 

Generally. following strake, a rehabilitation based on neuro
plasticity mechanisms utilizes task-specific training and massed 
practice to drive reorganization and improve sensorimotor func
tions [21]. However, since a !arge number of patients suffer from 
restricted mobility, the development of additional and alternative 
approaches able to supplement, enhance, or even replace conven
tional training procedures would be advantageous. Therefore, in 
recent years, numerous attempts have been made to search for ad
ditional rehabilitative techniques [7 ,8, 11]. However, different stud
ies use quite different protocols, making comparability difficult. For 
example, the analysis of a !arge number of investigations revealed 
that the duration of stimulation varied between 20 min and 2 h per 
day, whereas the duration of the whole intervention ranged from a 
single application to 8 weeks of repeated treatment. In many cas
es, the stimulation sequences used repetitive square pulses in a fre
quency range of 1 Hz to 100Hz, with higher frequencies applied 
more often. 

Based on our previous studies in healthy individuals, which 
demonstrated substantial improvements of tactile, haptic and sen
sorimotor performance, we assumed that passive stimulation pro
tocols should evoke positive effects in strake patients. A high-fre
quency electrical Stimulation was thus employed on all fingers of the 
affected hand. The rationale was to induce plastic processes within 
and araund those brain areas having become dysfunctional from 
strake. Furthermore, as a repeated application of passive Stimula
tion had been shown to enhance both the magnitude and stability 

[21] TaubE, et al. "New treatments in neurorehabilitation founded on basic 

research" Nature Reviews Neuroscience 2002;3:228-236. 
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of effects [12], long-term applications of passive stimulation proto
cols were utilized over several vveeks. 

In subacute strake patients, a daily application of repetitive 
stimulation over 4 weeks induced an improvement with regard to 
basic tactile tasks, such as touch threshold and tactile acuity, as weil 
as for the sensorimotor performance. These improvements were pre
served even after 3 months of follow-up [22]. In another study on 
chronic strake patients (for which the average post strake time was 
30 months), the individuals were treated with repetitive stimula
tion during 4 days a week for 6 weeks. A significant improvement 

of sensory and motor performance of the affected hand resulted 
(Fig. 1. 7). Remarkably, after a follow-up period of 6 weeks, the same 
magnitude of improved sensorimotor performance could be ob
served [23]. 

[22] Dinse HR, et al. "Repetitive sensory stimulation training in strake" Eu

ropean Journal of N�Jurology 2008a;15:400. 
[23] Smith PS, et al. "Effects of repetitive electrical stimulation to treat sen

sory loss in persans poststroke" Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabili

tation 2009;90:2108-2111. 
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As noted earlier, the particular advantage of repetitive Stimu
lation is its passive nature, which does not require an active partic

ipation or artcntion of the subjects. Therefore, repetitive Stimula
tion can be applied in parallel to othcr occupations, substantially 
facilitating the implemcntation of thc intcrvention and rendering it 
more acceptable to the individual. We therefore initiated single case 

studies, where we treated individuals in which the stroke datcd back 

more than 13 years. In all cases, repetitive Stimulation was applied 
in the subjects' homes on a rcgular basis (5 days a weck, during 45 
to 60 minutcs pcr day) using computer-controlled devices that mon
itorcd the tim es and durations of the Stimulation sessions. Up to now, 
wc have treated individual patients for more than 2 years, and in 
almost all cases we have observed bcneficial cffects with regard to 
the tactile and sensorimotor behavior. However, in certain cases, the 
improvements developed only aftcr months of stimulation, and con

tinued to increase on a time scale of months (Fig. 1.8). 

Our data showed that repetitive stimulation-induced effects in 
strake patients can be quite Iong-lasring when applicd on a regular 
schedule over several weeks. Furthermore, positive effects in Iang

term duonie patients might emerge only after months of interven
tion. For these reasons, we believe that the cffectiveness of repeti
tive sensory stimulation in improving tactile and sensorimotor per
formance, tagether with the advantage of using it under everyday 

conditions by laypeople in their homes, make repetitive sensory 
stimulation-based principles prime candidatcs for interventions in 

impaired populations (Fig. 1.8). 

1.13 Time course, stability and magnitude of effects 

Lirtle is known about the stability and maintenance of tactile per

formance in healthy individuals under everyday-Iife conditions. Da
ta from human subjects whose arms and fingers were immobilized 

due to their having to wear a cast revealed that tactile acuity 

dropped significantly within 1 to 2 weeks of immobilization [24]. 
These findings indicate that performance is not stable without main

tained practice and usc. 
When passive stimulation was applied in a single session, al

though it depended on the protocol used, beneficial effects persist

ed up to 24 hours or more (for a detailed discussion of stability of 
effects see [11, 12]). Accordingly, when a high-frequency protocol Iast

ing 30 minutes was utilized, the induced improvement outweighed 

the time needed for induction by a factor of almost 50. 

A crucial prerequisite for employing passive stimulation as a 
tool in intervention is the Iong-term persistence of induccd per
ceptual and behavioral enhancements. A repeated application of 
repetitive stimulation in elderly individuals on a bi-weekly basis 
for 4 weeks resulted in prolonged effects where the tactile acuity 

[24] Lissek S, et al. "Immobilization impairs tactile perception and shrinks so

matosensory cortical maps" Current Biology 2009;19:837-842. 

Figure 1.8 
Effects of long·term treatment 

in a chronic strake patient 

(post strake time: 13 years). 

The baseline gives the 

pertormance prior to treatment, 

the number of weeks indicates 

the duration of a regular 

schedule of repetitive stimulation 

(5 days a week, for 60 minutes 

a day, intermittent high·frequency 

electrical stimulation of all 

fingers of the affected hand 

according to [6]). 

A. Touch Ihreshold measured 

on digits 2 and 4 of the affected 

hand. The average pertormance 

of the fingers of the unaffected 

hand is given by the red arrow. 

B. Multiple·choice reaction times. 

The figure shows mean values 
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recovered to the bascline within 2 weeks. while the gains in hap

tic and motor performance were prcserved for at least another two 
[12]. When strake patients were treated with repetitive Stimulation 

for several wecks on a daily basis. follow-up measurements revealed 

a full preservation of beneficial effects up to 3 months following 
the tcrmination of the stimulation. Thus, a long-term, repeated ap
plication of passive Stimulation is highly effective to drive sustained 
alterations. 

As a rule. the improvement of acuity after passive Stimulation 

was in the range of 10 to 20 %. Given these numbers. it is not clear 

a priori whether such an improvement reprcsents a major advance 

bearing relevance for cverydav life. In other words. we do not know 

how far training-based improvcments of sensorv skills are comparable 
in magnitude to those evoked by short periods of passive Stimula
tion. For this reason, acuity changes induced bv various protocols 
of passive stimulation, applied for minutes to hours. were compared 
with acuitv changes found in musicians or in blind individuals as a 
result of long-year training. Surprisingly. acuity changes for pianists. 
violinists, or blind individuals were almost identical to those ob

tained after short periods of passive Stimulation [11]. 
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1.14 Views on mechanisms 

According to our current view, passive Stimulation drives synaptic 
plasticity processes in the cortical areas representing the stimulat
ed sites. The observed expansion of the cortical maps can be re
garded as a recruitment of processing resources. T he effectiveness 
of passive Stimulation appears to result from the fact that the im
pact of sensory stimulation must be sufficient to drive the neural svs
tem past the point of a learning threshold [17]. Factors that "opti
mize" sensory inputs include high-frequency or burst-like Stimula
tions as weil as heavy schedules of stimulation (i.e., a !arge num
ber of sensory stimuli). These boost responses to sensory stimula
tion that are normally insufficient to drive learning past this thresh
old (Fig. 1.9). Under conventional training conditions. factors such 
as reinforcement, motivation, reward and attention - which are all 
brought into action through neuromodulatory systems such as the 
dopamincrgic (reward) or the cholinergic (attention) svstcm -
appear to play a permissive roJe. Interestingly, as described above 
(cf. Sect. 1.7.2), the efficacy of passive Stimulation is also controlled 
by neuromodulatory systems [5]. For example, applying ampheta
mine enhances effects of passive stimulation, while the application 
of scopolamine, which blocks the cholinergic system. suppresses 
passive stimulation-induced effects [25]. 

Most notably, the effects induced by passive stimulation do not 

leave the cortical networks in a disorganized state. but on the con

trary lead to the emergence of a different. yet organized and mean

ingful functioning as indicated by the improvement of perception 

and behavior. What remains to be clarified are the underlying prop

erties and processes that enable cortical networks to become stabi

lized into new organized states, mediaring a better performance af

ter being modified through passive stimulation lacking behavioral 

or contextual information. 

1.14.1 Modeling passive Stimulation 
To understand the tactile spatial discrimination performance and its 
alterations during stimulation-induced learning we established a 
computational model using a mean-field approach. Cortical popu
lation activity within cortical maps is modeled with a Mexican hat 
interaction of short-range excitation and Ionger-range inhibition. In 
the model, Stimulation at a single site evokes single peaks of acti
vation coding for the subjective experience of a single stimulus, 
while simultaneaus Stimulation at two sites (like in 2-point 
discrimination experiments) evokes 2 peaks corresponding to the 
percept of 2 stimuli. In contrast, localization refers to the ability to 
precisely read out the position of the peak of population activation. 

[25] Bliern B, et al. "Cholinergic gating of irnprovernent of tactile acuity in
duced by peripheral tactile Stimulation� Neuroscience Letters 2008;434:129-
132. 

Figure 1.9 
Conceptual framework depicting 

factors for gate learning. The key 

assumption is that for sensory 

Stimulation to be sufficient, 

it must drive the neural system 

past the point of a learning 

threshold. Responses evoked by 

simple sensory Stimulation fail 

to induce learning. Factars such 

as attention or reinforcement 

have important permissive roles 

and play a critical part in training 

and practice-based learning 

conditions. On the other hand, 

all factors that relate to the 

timing and temporal structure 

of stimulation, such as 

high-frequency or bursHke 

pattern, alternatively optimize 

simple inputs by driving them 

across the learning threshold. 

Reprinted with permission from: 

Seitz A, Dinse HR, Gurren/ 
Opinion in Neurobio/ogy 
2007;17148-153. 
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Lateral inhibition reduces coexisting, ongoing activation present at 

other locations of the cortical population. As coexisting activation 

is necessary for bimodal activation profiles coding for the percep

tion of two sites, a strong lateral inhibition deteriorates the dis

crimination perfom1ance. On the other hand, a lateral inhibition sup

presses the influence of noisv fluctuations of activation leadino to 
. 0 

a subsequent reduction in the variance of the read-out of the peak 

position. Thus, spatial discrimination and localization are oppo

sitely affected by lateral interaction [26]. 
To model the effects of passive Stimulation. we reduced the 

amount of lateral inhibition. T his is in line with empirical findings 

pointing at a decreased intracortical inhibition. As a result, less lat

eral inhibition in the model increases the size of the cortical repre

sentation, which is consistent with fMRI and EEG studies. For dis

crimination (stimulation at 2 sites), thc decrease in inhibitory in

teraction Ieads to bimodal activation profiles for distances that be

fore learning evoked only single peaks. In contrast, localization-re

duced inhibition permits coexisting activation, which Ieads to a 

more powerful influencc of noise, thus deteriorating localization 

abilities. As a result, stimulation-rcduced lateral inhibition improves 

[26] Dinse HR, et al. "Learning in haptic perception" (2008) Grunwald (ed) 

Birkhäuser, pp.165-182. 
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localization performance but decreases discrimination performance. 

These studies indicated that perceptual alterations induced by pas

sive Stimulation depend on changes of amplitude and width of lat

eral interaction processes [26]. 

1.14.2 Jl role of neu rotrophic factors 
Anima! research suggests a fundamental role of brain-derived neu

rotraphin factors and other nerve growth factors in controlling and 

maintaining synaptic connections and brain plasticitv. More gen

erally, a mild stress response in cells has been advocated as a ma

jor driving force capable of up-regulating stress resistance genes and 

growth factors [27]. Among the factors inducing mild stress can be 

mentioned physical activity. cognitive challenges and sensory Stim

ulation. It is therefore conceivable that the up-regulation of neu

rotrophic factors is induced bv passive Stimulation protocols. par

ticularlv under conditions of long-term repeated application of 

repetitive stimulation as is the case in the treannent of stroke patients. 

We therefore suggest that enhanced tactile and sensorimotor per

formance may arise as a consequence of increased Ievels of neu

rotrophins. which are up-regulated during stimulation. and which 

might act as a form of metacontrol of classical synaptic plasticity 

processes. 

1.15 ls this "learning"? 

Throughout this chapter, we have referred to the effects of passive 

stimulation as "learning processes". The rationales for this have in

volved empirical data according to which the effects of repetitive stim

ulation (1) depend on NMDA-receptor activation [S]. thus demon

strating that the effects of passive stimulation are mediared bv very 

basic mechanisms underlving svnaptic plasticitv. and (2) demon

strate a facilitation of intracortical excitability [13]. We therefore ar

gued that the effects of passive Stimulation are based on modifica

tions of synaptic efficacv and transmission. both fundamental prin

ciples underlying "'lcarning". 

From a more general and psychological point of view. learn

ing is defined as the acquisition of new knowledge. behaviors. skills. 

values. preferences or understanding. and may involve svnthesizing 

different types of information. I I um an learning may occur as part 

of education. personal development. or training. It may be goal

oriented and mav be aided bv motivation. Apparently. the term 
"learning·· is rather broadly defined. and is not restricted to the 

evervday-life concept of acquiring knowledge as is thc case during 

school learning. Given such a broad definition. it is our view that 

thc outcome of improvement observed following passive stimulation 

readily qualifies as learning. 

[27] Mattsan M. "Hormesis defined" Ageing Research Reviews 2008;7:1-7. 

1.16 Conclusion 

The data we obtained from the tactile and visual domains provide 

evidcncc that pure exposure to sensory stimulation enhances per

ception. bchavior and cognition. However. to be efficient. Stimula

tion must conform to requirements described for protocols spccif� 

ically altering svnaptic transmission and efficacy. Thus. our data in

dicate that the application of canonical protocols that are funda

mental in regulating and controlling synaptic plasticity can be used 

dircctly to interfere with human behavior. From that, we conclude 

that the usage of canonical Stimulation protocols might be an ulti

mate way to induce learning processes. The persistency of changes. 

the ease of application and the wide range of effects make passive 

stimulation an ideal tool in the targeted intervention for improving 

perception. behavior and cognition. 

To make this feasible. it is necessary to develop stimulation de

vices that can be used under rigorous everyday conditions by 

lavpeople at their homes. Conceivablv. given that exposure-based 

learning is a relatively ncw dcvelopment. we are only at the begin

ning of an area where targeted brain manipulation will offer com

pletelv new seenarios of learning. with implications that are diffi

cult to foresee. 
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